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ATTACHMENTS

CONCEPTUAL LAND USAGE MAPS (SOURCE, INC.)
IMPACT AND PRECIPITATE MAP (W. DEXTER BENDER & ASSOC.)
SOIL MAP (W. DEXTER BENDER & ASSOC.)
SPECIFIC PURPOSE SURVEY - TOPOGRAPHIC SKETCH
HARSH-VERZONE SURVEYING, INC.
LEE COUNTY TOP MAPS (L. LEE COUNTY MAPPING)
LANDSCAPE PLAN (NATIVE LANDSCAPE)
LIGHTING PLAN (VOLUSI ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS, INC.)

LENGTH OF PROJECT

APPROXIMATE ROADWAY
L=7.77
E=474.00
MILES
1.2025

UTILITY PHONE NUMBERS

FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT: TELEPHONE (863) 353-6030
SOUTHWEST FLORIDA GAS: TELEPHONE (239) 333-1014
MRR INC. TELEPHONE (407) 523-1603
LEE COUNTY DEP SIGNAL MAINTENANCE: TELEPHONE (239) 533-7600
L. LEE COUNTY MAPPING: TELEPHONE (239) 479-8199
SUNBELL SOUTH MINING: TELEPHONE (239) 218-6591

* ATTENTION IS DEDICATED TO THE FACT THAT THESE PLANS MAY HAVE BEEN REVISED IN SIZE OR PROPORTIONS. THEY MUST BE CONSULTED WITH DRAWING SCALE DATA.